We check out your system!

Inspection of Conductor Rail Systems

Maximum results with minimum downtime

www.conductix.com
We care about the safety and reliability of your system!

Efficient and accurate inspections, even for very long or difficult-to-reach systems such as:

Skillets, sorters, electrified monorail systems, crane systems, amusement rides or E-RTGs.

Your Advantages

• Complete system inspections during ongoing operations without loss of production

• Achieve greater operational reliability and longer service life by following service recommendations from a qualified expert

• Execute required service actions during planned production breaks or non-productive times in a targeted and efficient manner

“Problems and damages are very difficult to spot from the ground. Let our qualified personnel recommend the right service actions to extend the life of your systems.”
Tailor made inspection service – our service packages:

**Essential Package**
- Detailed inspection of the conductor-rail system
  - General condition and operational performance check
  - Inspection of current collector assemblies
  - Partial on-foot rail system inspection
  - Check of transfer points, drive-in/-out zones and accessories
  - Video inspection of the conductor rails
  - Test report with action recommendations performance check

**Extension Training Package**
- One day training session
  - Introduction of the conductor rail system and its main components
  - Installation steps and handling of specific installation tools
  - Review and evaluation of recommended maintenance schedule
  - Avoiding typical mistakes; troubleshooting
  - Handling and replacement of spare parts

**Extension Video Package**
- Detailed video analysis
  - Multi-angle video recording of conductor rail and current collector system
  - Video editing and synchronizing
  - Expert analysis of the video
  - Hard disc containing the edited video

*Found it! Scrub marks at a feeding of the leaky waveguide*

Find out more about our products and services at [www.conductix.com](http://www.conductix.com)
Conductix-Wampfler has just one critical mission:
To provide you with energy and data transmission systems that will keep your operations up and running 24/7/365.

To get in touch with our service specialists, please refer to:
www.conductix.com/contact-search